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Abstract—The GA (genetic algorithms) was applied to find routing trees 
with minimal maximal sensor load thus prolong network lifetime in wireless 
sensor networks. However, the existing algorithm limits search space of GA to 
avoid generating cycles by dividing sensors into different layers and stipulating 
that a sensor can only select a sensor in its lower layer as its new parent. In this 
paper, we have found that how cycles are generated during GA operations, and 
proposed a solution based on subtree to avoid generating cycles. The solution 
only requires a sensor not to change its parent to a sensor in the subtree with it 
as the root. And layers are no longer considered. As a result, GA has more 
search space and GA operations can be performed more freely. Thus more op-
timal routing trees can be computed and network lifetime can be extended. The 
experiment shows that the proposed algorithm prolongs network lifetime nota-
bly. 

Keywords—Wireless sensor networks, Network lifetime, Routing tree, Genetic 
algorithm, Maximal sensor load, Subtree 

1 Introduction 

Wireless sensor networks have gradually become a key technique that is widely 
used in military, environmental protection, industry, agriculture, space exploration, 
and transportation, etc. [1-9]. Energy of sensors is usually provided by lightweight 
batteries. Once one or a proportion of sensors deplete their energy, the whole network 
loses its efficacy. Therefore, limited energy is a bottle-neck of wireless sensor net-
works. And how to use sensors' energy intelligently and sufficiently thereby extend 
network lifetime is an important issue in the research of wireless sensor networks [8-
17]. 

Many researchers have studied routing algorithms to polish up energy efficiency. 
And many routing algorithms have been researched to prolong network lifetime by 
improving energy efficiency. The proposed routing algorithms are of two sorts: static 
ones and dynamic ones. Using static routing algorithms, only one routing is estab-
lished and employed during the entire network duration. Using dynamic routing algo-
rithms, multiple routings are dynamically constructed and employed based on current 
network status. Dynamic routing algorithms can change according to constantly 
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changing status of a network, but they need to obtain information of current network 
status and are only suitable for the applications meeting some specific conditions. For 
instance, some dynamic routing algorithms require all sensors periodically inform 
their current residual energy to the sink. And they are only suitable for applications in 
which the time between two times of data collecting is sufficient so that sensors have 
enough time to inform the sink their current residual energy. However, static routing 
algorithms can be adopted by all applications owing to that it is unnecessary to obtain 
information of changing network status and applications aren't required to meet spe-
cific conditions [9, 18, 19]. 

In some applications, that even only one sensor exhausts its energy results in the 
failure of the network. Therefore, their network lifetimes are defined as the time when 
the first sensor exhausts its energy. In other applications, the network loses its effica-
cy only when a proportion of sensors exhaust their energy. And their network lifetime 
is defined as the time when a certain proportion of sensors exhaust their energy [6]. 

Usually, a network is considered as a graph. And the weight of the link between 
two sensors is the energy expended to transfer a data packet between them [18, 19]. 
Proposed static routing algorithms aim at constructing an optimal routing tree to im-
prove energy efficiency. With Power Efficient Data Gathering and Aggregation Pro-
tocol (PEDAP), a routing tree is constructed based on Minimum Spanning Tree 
(MST) [18]. Another routing algorithm, Least Energy Tree (LET) was proposed in 
[14]. LET regards the sink as the root and establishes a minimum path tree. Therefore, 
the energy expended each sensor forwards its data packets to the sink is minimum and 
the network's total energy consumption is also minimum [19].  

In [9], it is pointed out that a sensor depletes the same energy in every data gather-
ing because of unchangeable routings with static routing algorithms. And a sensor's 
energy consumption in every data gathering is defined as its load. Furthermore, it is 
pointed out that in a network with the time the first sensor exhausts its energy as its 
network lifetime, what decides network lifetime is not the total energy consumption 
of the network, but the maximal sensor load in the network. And a GA(Genetic Algo-
rithm) based routing algorithm aiming at minimizing the maximal sensor load, named 
as GA Based Minimal Maximal Load Tree (GA-MMLT), was proposed. In GA-
MMLT, a routing tree is encoded as a chromosome with each sensor's parent sensor 
as a gene. To avoid producing cycles during GA operations, all sensors are partitioned 
into layers in accordance with their hops from the sink. And GA operations are only 
implemented between adjacent layers, i.e. a sensor only can select its new parent in its 
lower layer [9]. However, this limits search space of GA and the performance of the 
algorithm. 

We have proposed an algorithm based on GA-MMLT in this paper. We have stud-
ied how cycles are generated and found that cycles aren't generated during GA opera-
tions only if a sensor doesn't change its parent to a sensor in its current subtree. There-
fore, the proposed algorithm is named as SR-GA-MMLT (Subtree Restricted GA-
MMLT). With SR-GA-MMLT, it's non-essential to divide sensors into layers. During 
GA operations, two rules are observed: 1) when crossover is operated on a sensor, the 
algorithm firstly checks whether the sensor's new parent is in its current subtree. If the 
new parent is in its current subtree, the crossover is not permitted; 2) in mutation 
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operation, a sensor selects its new parent from the sensors which is its neighbors and 
not in its current subtree. The rules above ensure that any cycles won't be generated 
during GA operations. Therefore, GA operations can be performed more freely and 
has more search space compared to GA-MMLT. As a result, network lifetime is nota-
bly extended. 

The structure of the remainder of the paper is as follows: Related studies of routing 
algorithms are described in Section 2; in Section 3, the model of our work is present-
ed; in Section 4, we describe the proposed algorithm in detail; in Section 5, we pro-
vide and analyze experimental results; finally, in Section 6, we have concluded this 
paper. 

2 Related Works 

We summarize some typical routing algorithms in this section. 
In [18], Power Efficient Data Gathering and Aggregation Protocol (PEDAP) was 

proposed. In PEDAP, the energy expended to transfer a data packet between two 
sensors is set as the weight of the link between them. And a routing tree is constructed 
based on Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) algorithm. However, routing trees con-
structed with this routing algorithm are not energy efficient because it doesn't consid-
er the destination of data packets [18]. 

Power Efficient Data Gathering and Aggregation Protocol-Power Aware (PEDAP-
PA) was proposed based on PEDAP. Using PEDAP-PA, the sink estimates residual 
energy of each sensor and updates the weights of links with the following equation 
periodically [18]: 

 ! !! ! ! (1) 

where c(i,j) is the energy expended to send a data packet from sensor i to sensor j. 
And e(i) is the estimated residual energy of sensor i [18]. The algorithm considers 
residual energy of sensors. However, this routing algorithm is dynamic and only suit-
able for the applications meeting specific conditions. 

In [19], it is illuminated that the routing trees based on MST (Minimum Spanning 
Tree) algorithm are not optimal. The optimal routing trees should be the ones con-
structed with Least Energy Tree (LET) which treats the sink as the root and constructs 
a minimum path tree. The algorithm resumes that data gathering is not frequent and 
the time between two times of data gathering is enough. Therefore, sensors have 
enough time to inform the sink their residual energy. Then the sink updates the 
weights of links with the following equations [19]: 

 ! !! ! ! !! !! ! !!! !
!!!!
!!   (2) 

 ! !! ! ! !!!!! !! ! ! !
!!!!

 (3) 

where , , , are positive constant and + =1. The former is named as ratio-w 
and the latter is named as sum-w. And then a new routing tree is constructed and 
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employed [19]. The algorithm is also a dynamic routing algorithm and requires appli-
cations to meet specific conditions. Therefore, it is not suitable for all applications. 

In [11], an algorithm based on GA was proposed for two-tiered networks with the 
sensors as the bottom tier and the relay nodes having higher energy as the upper tier. 
Some sensors and one relay node form a cluster in which the relay node acts as cluster 
head, receives data packets from its sensors and sends them to the sink with the net-
work constituted by all relay nodes. Network lifetime is determined by relay nodes. 
Relay nodes' data gathering is scheduled by the proposed algorithm based on GA to 
extend network lifetime [11]. However, the algorithm is proposed for networks with 
specific two-tiered structure. 

GA is also employed to choose cluster headers in [20]. The whole network area is 
partitioned into some areas involving some sensors. In every area, some sensors serve 
as cluster headers. GA is employed to find appropriate solutions of cluster headers in 
every area for each round to extend network lifetime [20]. However, the algorithm is 
designed for clustering structure networks. 

In [9], it is pointed out that in a network with the time the first sensor exhausts its 
energy as its network lifetime, what determines network lifetime is the maximal sen-
sor load in the network. And a GA based routing algorithm named as GA-MMLT was 
proposed to minimize the maximal sensor load, in which a routing tree is encoded as a 
chromosome with each sensor's parent sensor as a gene [9]. However, all sensors are 
divided into layers according to their hops from the sink. And GA operations are 
restricted to be performed between adjacent layers to avoid producing cycles [9]. 
Therefore, search space of GA and the performance of the algorithm are limited. 

3 The Model 

A square network area with some homogenous sensors and one stationary sink is 
considered in our work. The lightweight batteries powered sensors are randomly and 
evenly deployed [9]. And the sink which is supposed to have infinite memory, com-
puting power and energy is deployed at the center of the network [9, 21]. Once the 
network is deployed, each sensor obtains its position with some technologies, such as 
GPS, and reports its position to the sink [21]. 

We have employed the first order radio model [22] as our radio model. In the mod-
el, the energy expended to receive a data packet with k bits is computed with the fol-
lowing equation [19, 22]: 

 !!!!! ! !!!"!#  (4) 

where Eelec is the is the energy expended by transmitter to send one bit or receiver 
circuits to receive one bit. And the energy expended to send a data packet with k bits 
is computed with the following equation [19, 22]: 

 !! !! ! ! !!!"!# ! !!!"!#!!    (5) 

where d is the distance between the two sensors. And Eelecd! is the energy expend-
ed by transmit amplifier sending one bit in which ! is path loss exponent which is 
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usually 2, 3, or 4.So the energy expended to transfer a data packet with k bits between 
two sensors is computed with the following equation [19, 22]: 

 !!!! !! ! !!!"!# ! !!!"!#!!  (6) 

4 The Genetic Algorithm Based and Subtree Restricted 
Routing Algorithm 

As mentioned before, it is pointed out that with static routing algorithm, a sensor 
consumes the same energy because the routing is static [9]. Therefore, a sensor's en-
ergy consumption in every data gathering can be defined as its load. And in a network 
with the time the first sensor exhausts its energy as its network lifetime, what deter-
mines network lifetime is not the total energy consumption of the entire network, but 
the maximal sensor load of the network. Network lifetime can be computed as the 
following equation [9]: 

 ! ! !
!!"#

   (7) 

where e is initial energy of sensors. And Lmax is the maximal sensor load in the net-
work. GA-MMLT employs GA to reduce Lmax thereby extend network lifetime. In 
detail, a routing tree is encoded as a chromosome with each sensor's parent sensor as a 
gene, as shown in Fig. 1 [9]. 

 
Fig. 1. A routing tree is encoded as a chromosome[9] 

Network usually involves many sensors and has very complicated topology. There-
fore, cycles may be generated during crossover or mutation. Even if only one cycle is 
generated, the network becomes disconnected. This result in some sensors can't for-
ward their data packets to the sink. To avoid generating cycles, GA-MMLT divides 
all sensors into different layers according to their hops from the sink, and stipulates 
that crossover or mutation is only implemented between adjacent layers. This ensures 
that any cycles aren't generated. 

Dividing sensors into different layers and stipulating that GA operations are only 
performed between adjacent layers limits search space of GA and obtaining more 
optimal routing trees. As shown in Fig. 2, (a) is the network topology in which the 
sink is node 0, and other nodes are sensors. The number beside a link is the energy 
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expended to send a data packet on it, i.e. its weight. And the number in the brackets 
beside a node is the layer of the sensor, i.e. its hops from the sink. (b) is the routing 
constructed with GA-MMLT. Since sensor 4 is in layer 2, it only can select the sen-
sors in layer 1, such as sensor 2, as its parent. And the maximal sensor load is 
4"(1+1)=8 at sensor 2. However, if sensor 4 selects sensor 3 as its parent, the maxi-
mal load is 2"(1+1+1)=6 at sensor 1, as shown in (c). 

 
(a)                                         (b)                                      (c) 

Fig. 2. The existing algorithm limits search space of GA and generating more optimal routing 
trees 

However, if we don't divide sensors into different layers and stipulate that GA op-
erations are only performed between adjacent layers, cycles may be generated during 
crossover or mutation. As shown in Fig. 3, two routings, A and B are being crossover 
operated, where the 6th gene is chosen to crossover. And this leads to generating a 
cycle. Cycles may also be generated during mutation, as shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, 
the 4th gene is chosen to perform mutation. After the operation, a cycle is generated. 
As a result of generating cycles, the network becomes disconnected and some sensors 
can't send their data packets to the sink. 
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Fig. 3. A cycle is generated during crossover operation [9] 

 

 
Fig. 4. A cycle is generated during mutation operation [9] 
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We have found that cycles are generated during GA operation because a sensor se-
lects a sensor in the subtree with it as the root as its new parent. For example, in Fig. 
4, in the routing tree of Parent A, sensor 4 is in the subtree with sensor 6 as the root. 
After sensor 6 selects sensor 4 as its new parent, a cycle is generated. Similarly, in 
Fig. 4, in the routing tree of Parent A', sensor 6 is in the subtree with sensor 4 as its 
root. After sensor 4 selects sensor 6 as its new parent, a cycle is generated. 

Therefore, if only a sensor doesn't change its parent to a sensor in the subtree with 
it as the root, it is impossible to generate a cycle. On the contrary, if a sensor changes 
its parent to a sensor in the subtree with it as the root, a cycle must be generated. Con-
sidering that a connected routing tree without cycles, in which the sink is s, sensor k 
changes its parent to sensor i, which is not in the subtree with k as the root. Since 
there must be a path i->i1->i2->...->s, and k is not in the path, it is certain that there is 
a path k->i->i1->i2->...->s. Therefore, no cycle is generated and the routing tree is 
still connected. On the contrary, if k changes its parent to sensor j, which is in the 
subtree with k as the root, there must be a path k->j->j1->j2->...->k. Therefore, a 
cycle is generated and the routing becomes unconnected. 

 
        (a)                                                          (b) 

Fig. 5. How no cycle is generated and how a cycle is generated 

To avoid generating cycles, the following two rules during GA operations are con-
stituted:  

1. In crossover operation on a sensor, whether the sensor's new parent is in its current 
subtree is firstly checked. If the new parent is in its current subtree, the crossover 
operation isn't permitted. On the contrary, the crossover operation is operated.  

2. In mutation operation, a sensor selects its new parent from the sensors which is its 
neighbor and not in its current subtree. 

The rules above ensure that any cycles aren't generated and the routing tree keeps 
its connectedness during GA operations. As a result, GA operations can be performed 
more freely and has more search space to further extend network lifetime. Since the 
GA operations are restricted by subtree, the proposed algorithm is named as SR-GA-
MMLT (Subtree Restricted GA-MMLT). 

The following symbols are employed to describe the proposed algorithm: 
n_gen: the number of generations of GA, 
n_pop: the size of population of GA, 
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pc: crossover probability, i.e. the probability with which an individual is selected to 
crossover, 

pm: mutate probability, i.e. the probability with which an individual is selected to 
mutate, 

i: an individual of GA, 
tree(i): the routing tree corresponding to i, 
s: the sink, 
v: a sensor, 
hop(v): the hops of v from the sink, 
n(v, t): the set of the neighbor sensors of v in routing tree t, 
s(v, t): the set of the sensors in the subtree with v as the root in routing tree t, 
Lmax: the maximal sensor load in a routing tree. 

4.1 Genetic coding and initial population 

As described before, each chromosome indicates a routing tree, as shown in Fig. 1. 
In a chromosome, each gene indicates a sensor's parent. The method producing initial 
populations in GA-MMLT is adopted. In detail, all links' weights are set as 1. Then a 
routing tree is established with Dijikstra algorithm. Then for any sensor v, the value 
of hop(v) is obtained. All sensors are partitioned into different layers according to 
their values of hop(v) [9]. For sensor v, it randomly selects its parent from the follow-
ing set [9]: 

 ! ! ! !!!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!   (8) 

After all sensors randomly select their parent, a routing tree (i.e. an individual) is 
generated. The procedure repeats to generate n_pop individuals to constitute the ini-
tial population. 

4.2 Fitness function and selection 

For individual i, we can construct a routing tree based on its genes. Then for sensor 
v, it is conceived to generate and send a data packet to the sink. Therefore, energy 
consumption of all sensors on the path v->...->s can be computed by equation 4 and 5. 
After all sensors are conceived to do this, energy expended by every sensor during the 
procedure, as its load, can be calculated. Then Lmax of the routing tree can be ob-
tained. And the value of the fitness function of individual i is Lmax [9]. 

To eliminate inferior individuals and meanwhile reserve superior individuals, se-
lection is implemented with the ranking selection method in which the probability an 
individual is chosen increases with its fitness function's value. 

4.3 Crossover 

The probability an individual is chosen to implement crossover is pc. Once two in-
dividuals are selected, they perform crossover to generate new offspring with the 
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uniform crossover operator in which each gene is randomly selected with a probabil-
ity [9, 23, 24]. For two selected individuals, if gene k is selected and k1 and k2 is the 
value of gene k in i1 and i2 respectively, we compute the following equation: 

 !"#$%""%&'$ ! !!! ! ! !! !"## !! !!! ! !!!! !"## !! !    (9) 

Only when the value of is Crossover is true the crossover is operated. Otherwise, 
the crossover isn't permitted. 

4.4 Mutation 

The probability an individual is chosen to perform mutation is pm. If an individual 
is selected, its every gene is randomly selected to mutate with a probability [9, 23, 
24]. If gene k of individual i is chosen to mutate, it select its new parent from the 
following set: 

 ! ! ! !!!! ! ! !! !"## ! !! !! ! !!!! !"##!!!!     (10) 

This ensures that a sensor doesn't select a sensor in its subtree as its new parent. 
The proposed algorithm is centralized. Every sensor informs its position to the sink 

once the network is deployed. After the sink receives all sensors' positions, it calcu-
lates a routing tree with the proposed algorithm and broadcasts the routing tree to the 
entire network before the network starts working [9]. The huge computation of GA 
doesn't affect the network operation because the sink has tremendous computation 
power and can complete the compute timely. 

5 Experimental Validation 

We employ OMNet++ to perform the simulations to validate the proposed algo-
rithm. Four algorithms are compared in the simulations: 

1. Power Efficient Data Gathering and Aggregation Protocol (PEDAP) [18], with 
which the energy consumption of a link is set as the weight of the link, and routing 
trees are constructed with Minimum Spanning Tree (MST); 

2. Least Energy Tree (LET) [19], with which the energy consumption of a link is set 
as the weight of the link, and a minimum path tree with the sink as the root is con-
structed as the routing tree; 

3. GA-MMLT (GA Based Minimal Maximal Load Tree) [9], with which all sensors 
are partitioned into different layers and GA operation only can be operated be-
tween two adjacent layers; 

4. The proposed SR-GA-MMLT (Subtree Restricted GA-MMLT), which can perform 
GA operations more freely and has more search space compared to GA-MMLT. 

Table 1 shows the values of the GA's main parameters. In addition, an elitist ap-
proach with which 10% of the individuals having the best fitness function values are 
retained to progress the next generation [9, 11, 24] is employed in SR-GA-MMLT. 
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Table 1.  The values of the GA's main parameters 

Parameters Values 
The number of generations n_gen 200 
The size of population n_pop 10000 
Crossover probability pc 0.9 
Mutation probability pm 0.1 

 
We have mainly compared the following two performances of the four algorithms: 

(1) Network lifetime; (2) Maximal sensor load, which determines network lifetime. 
As mentioned before, we define the time when the first sensor depletes its energy as 
network lifetime. The following table shows the values of the main parameters in 
simulations. 

Table 2.  The values of the main parameters in simulations 

Parameters Values 
The size of the network area 400"400m2 
The number of sensors 100~200 
The communications radius of sensors 80m 
The initial energy of sensors 10.0Joules 
The size of a data packet 1"103bits 
The generating rate of data packets 1packet/second 
Eelecin the energy model 50nJ/bit 
Eampin the energy model 100pJ/bit/m2 
! in the first order radio model 2 

 
The performances of network lifetime of four algorithms are shown in Fig. 6 and 7, 

in which every dot is the average value of 3 networks. As can be seen in Fig. 6, SR-
GA-MMLT extends network lifetime about 360%, 159%, 31% respectively compared 
to PEDAP, LET and GA-MMLT on average. Fig. 7 shows that SR-GA-MMLT re-
duces maximal sensor load 77%, 58% and 34% respectively compared to PEDAP, 
LET and GA-MMLT on average. This is because PEDAP and LET don't aim to re-
duce maximal sensor load, and higher maximal sensor load limits network lifetime. 
Both GA-MMLT and SR-GA-MMLT aim at reducing maximal sensor load with GA. 
However, SR-GA-MMLT performs GA operations more freely and has more search 
space. Therefore, SR-GA-MMLT obtains lower maximal sensor load and longer net-
work lifetime. 
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Fig. 6. Network lifetime of the four algorithms 

 
Fig. 7. Maximal sensor load of the four algorithms 

6 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have found that GA-MMLT limits search space and finding more 
optimal routing trees, and proposed a new algorithm named as GA-SR-MMLT which 
is based on GA-MMLT. The new proposed algorithm doesn't divide sensors into 
different layers or stipulate that GA operations are only implemented between adja-
cent layers in order to perform GA operations more freely and extend search space. 
And meanwhile, two rules are constituted to avoid generating cycles and keep net-
works connected. As a result, more optimal routing trees are obtained and network 
lifetime is prolonged. 
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